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From cloud migration, to building distributed systems, and everything in between, we’ll work hand-in-hand 

with you to “cut the Gordian knot” and successfully implement a program tailor-made to your needs.

Your cloud transformation journey doesn't have to be a tangled web of complexity.







AWSMake DoiT Your  Partner



“We were hoping to find a platform to better manage  

our cloud accounts and save some bucks. 



DoiT provide us with everything we asked for and beyond: 

continuous consulting that helps us reduce costs 

significantly, tools for better accounts management, 

budget monitoring, cost analysis, tech consulting and 

professional guidance tailored to our needs.”


Director of Backend Engineering, Lightricks

Daniel Lahyani


ZERO COST consulting and technical support on all things AWS.


DoiT makes operating in the cloud really simple, so you can focus on what 
matters most: Delivering great products and services to your customers.



How? You get access to:


Operate like a lean, mean, FinOps machine 






AWS offers multiple ways to ensure infrastructure is 

always running efficiently & securely. 


Working with DoiT’s cloud economists, you will:



F i n O p s  &  C l o u d  G o v e r n a n c e  



Build future-ready applications










The best software systems combine solid foundations 

with the flexibility to support your needs today and in 

the future.


You can accomplish both with DoiT by:


M o d e r n i z E


Applying the Well-Architected Framework to 

ensure workloads are continually optimized.


Building secure, cloud-native architectures 

utilizing modern technologies like Kubernetes, 

Serverless, and more. 


Deep dive into cost reports to ensure that budget is 

being invested in the technologies that bring the 

most value to your business.


Implement best practices around cloud governance, 

rightsizing, and driving efficiencies through 

continuous optimization.

Scale data operations with ease








D a t a  S t r a t e g y



To prepare for future growth, you must design a 

scalable data flow architecture that supports large 

scale operations from the get-go.


Set up fully-managed data workflows tailored to your 

use cases by:



Work with DoiT’s big data experts to develop  

a data strategy, from building a data lake to deploying ML 

models.


Learn how to utilise AWS advanced analytics technologies 

such as ML & AI for your business.


Beginning with data ingestion and ETL and ending with 

storage and analysis, work with DoiT to set up 

fully-managed data workflows tailored to your use case(s).

Migrate, without the migraine 











Through a “teach-you-how-to-fish” approach, you 

minimize migration risk with DoiT International by 

tapping into over a decade of multi-cloud expertise and 

successful migrations.


To ensure a smooth transition, you work with DoiT to:


M i g r a t i o n

Complete a Cloud Readiness Assessment


Design a migration plan by creating cloud 

architecture and scope of work with experts who 

support you along the way.

Ready to take the cloud to 
the next level?

L E T ’ S  T A L K

AWSome

L E T ’ S  T A L K

https://www.doit-intl.com/contact/
https://www.doit-intl.com/contact/

